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Wow garrison naval guide

a: Location of buildings, garrison buildings, Drassanes Compartir Were looking for the general tradition in the shipyards? This article is about the exclusive content of Draenor's warlords. The Garrison Shipyard (named Frostwall Shipyard by Horde and Lunarfall Shipyard for Alliance) is a new building and an extensive new feature introduced with Patch 6.2. A path has opened from
its garrison to the coast (you can remember the wreck that was found when establishing its garrison) leading to the new shipyard. Level 1 Build ships and run naval missions from the coast near your garrison. Level 2 Build ships and run naval missions from the coast near your garrison. Level 3 Build ships and run naval missions from the coast near your garrison. Source Note:
This is a generic section. You can help it expand by clicking Edit to the right of the section title. Your character should be level 100 and have a Level 3 garrison. There are basically two short research chains that need to be completed to start running your shipyard. The first involves visiting the Iron Docks to find an ORC shipbuk builder for its shipyard and the second involves
establishing its base in the Tanaan jungle. The construction of the shipyard note: it is a generic section. You can help it expand by clicking Edit to the right of the section title. This chain of research begins with talking to Varian Wrynn or Vol'jin within his Town Hall. The chain is called All Hands On Deck in achievement in search of Gul'dan. Alliance Horde Establish a Base in
Tanaan Jungle Note: This is a generic section. You can help it expand by clicking Edit to the right of the section title. The chain is called The Invasion of Tanaan in achievement in search of Gul'dan. Alliance [100] - Go see &lt;Shipyard foreman=&gt;, Merreck Vonder, who will direct you to meet Solog Roark on the beach in the east. At the end you will be rewarded with 300 [Oil].
[100] - Solog gives you [Ship Blueprint: Transport], so right-click on the bag to learn how to build a transport. [100] Weird Tools - Go see elf &lt;Shipwright&gt;nocturnal, Yanas Seastrike by the beach to the right of the docks. [100] Form of the ship - Build your first order of transportation work with Yanas. Building the ship should take just 1 minute and then you can right-click with
the gear pointer to finish the boat. [100] The invasion of Tanaan - Go to the other side of his shipyard where the docks begin and talk to Yrel to take his transport to the Tanaan jungle. [100] Obstacle Course – Once you land, turn on Draka and accept this quest. Find two items guarded in buildings of the Iron Horde by an orc warrior Rulkrik the Pillager and an orc warlock Magril on
a scroll on the left side of the road and a book below on the right side of the road. Turn in the search for Exarch Naielle who waits stealthy on the way north. [100] A, through and beyond! - Pass through the gate to the west, avoid cannon fire and mafias (if you run past them, just a couple&lt;/Shipwright&gt; &lt;/Shipyard&gt; &lt;/Shipyard&gt; To kill as the cannon approaches), and
destroy the cannon on the hill by right-clicking on the stack of pointed bombs. You may have to kill a warrior and a warrior crowd to reach the bombs. Then they meet Naielle near the south wall. [100] The assault base - Follow Naielle in the nearby cleanup to establish your base of operations at Tanaan Jungle, Lion's Watch, right-clicking on the Alliance flag. Horde [100] Let's go to
work - Go to &lt;Shipyard foreman=&gt;see, Rolosh Wavechaser, who will direct you to meet Solog Roark on the beach in the east. At the end you will be rewarded with 300 [Oil]. [100] Shipbuilding - Solog gives you [Ship Plan: Transportation], so right-click on the bag to learn how to build a transport. [100] Form of the ship - Build your first order of transport work with Solog.
Building the ship should take just 1 minute and then you can right-click with the gear pointer to finish the boat. [100] The invasion of Tanaan - Go to the other side of his shipyard where the docks begin and talk to Draka to take his transport to the Tanaan jungle. [100] Obstacle Course – Once you land, turn on Draka and accept this quest. Find two items guarded in buildings of the
Iron Horde by an orc warrior Rulkrik the Pillager and an orc warlock Magril the Vidor: a scroll on the left side of the road and a book below on the right side of the road. Turn in the search for Shadow Hunter Mutumba who waits in stealth on the way north. [100] A, through and beyond! - Pass through the gate to the west, avoid cannon fire and mafias (if you run past them, only a
couple will remain to kill as you near the canyon), and destroy the cannon on the hill by right-clicking on the stack of punch bombs. You may have to kill a warrior and a warrior crowd to reach the bombs. They then meet Mutumba next to a tree directly west of the canyon. [100] The assault base - Follow Mutumba to the nearby cleanup to establish your base of operations at
Tanaan Jungle, Vol'mar, right-clicking on the Horde flag. Shipyard intro Your shipyard is ready to go. You will need to do some simple introductory missions to build some ships and complete some missions (the first mission will always fail, even at 90+ % chance, and destroy your first destroyer, but don't worry). The guaranteed failure mission is also there to teach you that, unlike
follower missions, naval missions run the risk of losing a Garrison ship. You will also see the first naval blockade mission to be completed to open certain areas and their missions. Notes note: This is a generic section. You can help it expand by clicking Edit to the right of the section title. See also Fleet Command Board Garrison Naval Ship Building Naval Mission [Petroleum]
External Links Note: This is a generic stub section. You can help it expand by clicking Edit to the right of the section title. Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Guides News Location of Garrison Buildings Shipyard El&lt;/Shipyard&gt; Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise otherwise After building a Garrison shipyard and its first ship, players can now start with their
naval missions. (Click here to see How to make a shipyard) You will receive a search called Naval Commander that your shipyard forearm will take care of. This will take you back to your garish command table and eventually lead to the creation of a command table at your shipyard. The shipyard command table resembles the command table of the Garrison City Council. You
have 2 tabs: Map and Fleet Map: It shows you the map of Draenor and you can have several icons on it which are the different missions, naval missions. Fleet: it's exactly like the tracker tab. Here you can see the different boats you have and what a rarity the ships are and also what special features they have. The command table works in a special way. There is fog in some areas
(you can still see the missions and rewards) and you can't choose these missions. When you mouse over a mission in the fog, some other flag missions will shine. This means that brilliant missions are blockages that must be completed first. By completing brilliant missions. The fog will disappear and you can do these missions now. Going on missions will cost you Garrison Oil,
rather than resources. To send ships on naval missions works in the same way as the garrison command table. Choose the mission and then drag your ship into the hole and a percentage will show how great the chance to succeed. By adding ships to a mission, there is a chance of success in percentage, just like supporter missions. The big difference between follower missions
and naval missions are: If you are unsuccessful in your naval missions, there is a 50% chance that your ship will be destroyed! Yellow Icons = Training Missions Rewarding Xp and Plans Alliance / Horde Banners = Blocking Missions that reward openings to more combat icon missions = Combat missions that rewards the most amount of Xp and different loot. Treasure Icon =
Treasure Missions, which rewards epic gold or loot or Apexis crystals and much more &lt;&lt;Upon returning to shipyard guides I am currently trying to get the heirloom shipyard rings and how I just got level 3 and the spy watch I unlocked the ability to get the missions. But my problem is that I can't 100% any mission on my board and wondered if there was a better shipyard setup
to clean the board repeatedly with? Draenor Shipyard Guide WarlordsAhoy landlubbers! Patch 6.2 added Tanaan Jungle to the game and in order to make the most of this new area, players need to build a shipyard in their Garrison. In addition to unlocking all tanaan jungle content, Garrison Shipyard allows players to Ships and run naval missions that offer various rewards such
as treasure chests from the iron fleet and more. Players will have a pop to accept Campanha da Guarnição: Conselho de Guerra / Campanha da Guarnição: Conselho de Guerra upon entering level 3 Garrison after patch 6.2 has landed. This research begins a you end up building the Lunarfall/ Frostwall Shipyard shipyard in your garrison. The construction of the level 1 shipyard
costs 150 Resources da Guarnição and . Progressing further into the Tanaan jungle and doing a lot of naval missions will eventually allow the Shipyard to upgrade to levels 2 and 3. Note that the Shipyard is a separate building in the Garrison so that it does not consume any of the existing plots. The Shipyard will be located on the coast near the landing site where players ended
up after destroying the Dark Portal at the start of the expansion. For alliance players this area is eventide landing and for players of the Southwind Shore Horde. From the next section you can find detailed instructions on how to configure your naval operations base. Constucting Drassanes and entering tanaan jungle is a fairly direct process, as the player really has no choice along
the way. The only prerequisites are that the player is at level 100 and has a Level 3 garrison up and running. When you enter your Guarison, Campanha da Guarnição: Conselho de Guerra / Campanha da Guarnição: Conselho de Guerra will appear on the screen. The search begins a series of missions that eventually take him to the Tanaan Jungle and unlock the Garrison
shipyard and all its features. More detailed information about what is involved can be read from the step-by-step guides behind the Alliance and Horde tabs. Note that guides may contain spoilers and if you want to experience it all by yourself, skip tabbed content. Building the Shipyard ( All hands on the deck of Perseguindo Gul'dan)Establish a base in the tana jungle ( Tanaan's
invasion of Perseguindo Gul'dan)Ao Trabalho! - Once the cinema is over, you will see your Shipyard Foreman, Merreck Vonder, nearby with this search. Proceed to meet Solog on the beach in the east. At the end he is rewarded with 300 Latas de Óleo.Construção naval - Solog gives him Navio Diagram: Transport. Use them to learn your first type of ship, Transport.Estranhas
ferramentas - Simply turn on the next search to the nearby Alliance Shipwright, Yanas Quebra-mar.Você Viu or Navio? - Build your first transport from Yanas. After a minute has passed, you can interact with the shape of the ship next to you and plunder the ship to see a short film. A Tanaan Invasão - It's invasion time! Head across your shipyard and talk to Yrel to continue.
Corrida de Obstáculos - Hand on the previous research in Yrel and accept this search. Find two elements of the Buildings of the Iron Horde on both sides of the road. The first hut is guarded by Rulkrik, or Plunder and the second by Magril, or Vidente. Turn in the search for Exarca Naielle who awaits her on the way north. Para dentro e além! - Go through the door to Avoid cannon
fire and destroy the cannon on the hill. When done, continue west where you will meet Naielle for the makeover; is stealing near the south wall. A One from Ataque - Follow Naielle to nearby cleaning to establish your base of operations at Tanaan, Lion's Watch. After the cinema, several missions are presented to him and now you can explore the new area. When looking from the
angle of shipyards, at this point there is not much left to do in the Tanaan jungle if you want to completely unlock naval missions as soon as possible. It is recommended to do the brief search line that unlocks the Tanaan Jungle Apexis dailies so you can start accumulating Latas de Óleo. The research line starts from A Batalha pelo Oeste which is donated by Exarca Yrel to Lion's
Watch. Unlock mission missions MissionsShipyard missions do not end after you have done all previous phases. You are given the first search towards the upgrade of your shipyard, Aprimoramento da Frota. Another research is also presented by his shipyard forearm, Eu Afundei sweats Ship of Batalha, which involves getting friendly with Mão do Prophet. This search also
unlocks its next type of ship, Battleship.Building the Shipyard (All hands on deck of Perseguindo Gul'dan)Establish a base in the Tanaan jungle (Tanaan's invasion of Perseguindo Gul'dan)Ao Trabalho! - Once the cinema is over, you will see your shipyard foreman, Rolosh Segueonda, nearby with this search. Proceed to meet Solog on the beach by the cliff. At the end he is
rewarded with 300 Latas de Óleo.Construção naval - Solog gives him Navio Diagram: Transport. Use them to learn your first type of boat, Transport.Você Viu or Navio? - Build your first transport from Solog. After a minute has passed, you can interact with the shape of the ship next to you and plunder the ship to see a short film. A Tanaan Invasão - It's invasion time! Head across
your shipyard and talk to Draka to continue. Corrida de Obstáculos - Hand in the previous research to Draka and accept this research. Find two elements of the Buildings of the Iron Horde on both sides of the road. The first hut is guarded by Rulkrik, or Plunder and the second by Magril, or Vidente. Turn around in search of Sombria Mutumba Hunter waiting for you on the road to
the north. Para dentro e além! - Pass through the gate to the west, avoid cannon fire and destroy the cannon on the hill. When done, continue west where you will meet Mutumba for the makeover; she is stealing next to a tree directly west of the canyon. A Base de Ataque - Follow Mutumba to the next clearing to establish your base of operations in Tanaan, Vol'mar. After the
cinema, several missions are presented to him and now you can explore the new area. When looking from the angle of shipyards, at this point there is not much left to do in the Tanaan jungle if you want to completely unlock naval missions as soon as possible. It is recommended to do the brief search line that unlocks the dailies Jungle Apexis so you can start accumulating Latas
de Óleo. The research line starts from A Batalha pelo Oeste which is donated by Draka to Vol'mar. Unlocking mission missionsSu missions do not after all the previous phases have been done. You are given the first search towards the upgrade of your shipyard, Aprimoramento da Frota. Another research is also presented by his Shipyard Foreman, Eu Afundei sua Nau de
Batalha, which consists of becoming friendly with Hunters of Cabeças de Vol'jin. This search also unlocks your next type of ship, battleship.- Back on top -Although shipyard belongs to your garrison and has several levels, it doesn't really update in the same way as the other buildings in the Garrison. The garrison architects table doesn't even show the shipyard on it and the
upgrade is done by other means. Level 2Aprimoramento da Frota is available at its Foreman shipyard after completing the first lock mission and do this research instantly level 2 Shipyard. The search, however, halts the shipyard's progress for a while as it is required to complete 15 naval missions in order to finish it, but it does take into account all the naval missions you
completed prior to the search. It also requires 1,000 Resources da Guarnição and, in return, the size of the fleet will be increased by two and navio diagram is obtained: Submarino for the construction of submarines. The upgrade to level 2 does not affect the appearance of the Shipyard. Also note that the legendary search line requires having a Level 2 shipyard in order to
complete Commando Two Mothers.Level 3Unlocking level 3 Shipyard is almost the same as with level 2. When you have completed Aprimoramento da Frota, you are presented with a follow-up search to unlock level 3. Domínio Naval is a similar search to the previous one, but it will require even more time; You must complete 25 naval treasure missions and pay 2,500 Resources
da Guarnição and . The price is a bit salty, but you'll also get a little bump for your buck: the size of the fleet increased to ten ships and Navio Diagram: Aircraft carrier to unlock the ship's final type, Carrier. In addition, each new-build ship will be at least rare in quality with a greater likelihood of being epic instead. Finally, Level 3 also unlocks an additional fleet command table that
will be located at Garrison Town Hall.- Back on top -The Tanaana Jungle Patch also introduces players to a new Latas de Óleo coin that fits nicely with the entire naval issue. The main objective of oil is to power naval missions, but it is also used in the construction of new ships in its fleet. Oil will definitely be necessary, as the cost of starting naval missions is higher overall than
starting a follower mission with Resources da Guarnição. Garrison resources are still needed along with oil, but are mainly used for the purchase of ship equipment. Player gains oil for first time shortly after the Shipyard. Then the oil can be obtained in the following ways: Tanaan Jungle Apexis dailyTanaan Jungle has its own set of seven Apexis dailies for players. The mechanic
is the same as with the corresponding Apexis garrison daily; you can choose between two areas to carry out the assault daily. At the end of the player he is rewarded with 2,000 Cristal Apexis and 600 Latas de Óleo (750 of the Throne of Kil'Jaeden). Day-to-day life can be started from the command table at the base of his faction in the Tanaan jungle after completing a brief line of
research starting with A Batalha pelo Oeste / A Batalha pelo Oeste.Tanaan Jungle rare elitesGarrison missionsNaval missionsThere are few naval missions producing Latas de Óleo as well. However, these missions aren't very common, so don't expect them to be a sustainable source for oil. Oil RigOne-time bonus objectives and quests During the search for the Tanaan jungle
garrison, the player is sent to the same places where the Apexis dailies take place. In these posts, a bonus target appears that works just like the Apexis dailies. Completing the bonus target rewards 2,000 Cristal Apexis and 600 Latas de Óleo but only once. It is possible to make one or more bonus goals and a daily Apexis during the same day. After building the Shipyard, players
can also acquire oil from the few garrison campaign missions, but the amount of oil gained from these missions is quite nominal. The only notable exception is Um Verdadeiro Comandante Naval / Um Verdadeiro Comandante Naval which rewards a 1,000 Latas de Óleo!- Back to the top -While the shipyard is required to reach the Tanaan jungle, its main purpose is to give access
to the Naval Missions. As the name suggests, naval missions are done with ships that are built in your shipyard. In theory, naval missions work as follower missions and ships act as followers, as both rely on the same game mechanic, but that's it. Below you can find few major differences between followers and ships: The key differences between followers and shipsSeparate
maximum amounts for followers and ships - The size of the fleet remains apart from its Garrison supporter cap. Different mission pools - Followers cannot be sent to naval missions and vice versa. Followers are more permanent than ships – One can actually miss ships during naval missions or even freely dismantle unwanted ships. Different skills and threats – Naval ships and
missions have their own capability and threats selections. Ships are not as customizable as followers: ships can only be modified by adding equipment. Leveling differences – Ships don't have level or level item to increase, but their quality can be updated by gaining experience. Ships can be regarded as stripped-down versions of followers that can also be lost. The idea of losing
ships may seem ominous, but in the end it's not a big loss. A lost ship can be replaced fairly quickly; The a new one is quite fast and less experience is required to upgrade a ship to epic quality than a tracker. Of course, some ships will be better than others and worth keeping, but sometimes building a new ship may be higher than the one that just sank to the bottom of the sea!
The ships are not as diverse as the followers. While While Have some class and specialization along with race, ships come only as five different types of ships: battleship, carrier, destroyer, submarine and transport. The type of ship determines the appearance of the ship, the cost of construction and the duration and what initial capacity (Type) each ship has. This ability will
always be the same for each type. In addition to capacity dependent on the type, each ship will always have a crew that is decided at random in generating the ship. The crew works almost like follower traits: each crew has its unique benefit that varies from threat counters to reducing mission duration. The initial capacity and crew cannot be re-rolled to something else. Each ship
will also start with two slots of blocked equipment. The player can assign different types of equipment to these slots to directly counter naval threats or give other benefits to ships. The first slot is unlocked when the ship reaches rare quality and the second opens when it reaches epic quality. Every time a team slot is unlocked, a random team will be assigned to the slot and then
you can replace the ship's equipment freely as you like. Unlocking and obtaining equipment is covered in the Equipment section. Like followers, ships gain experience from completing missions. Ships, however, lack experience levels and the experience gained is only used to improve ship quality. In general, each new ship begins to uncommon quality (Rare if you have level 3
Shipyard). Sometimes, if you're lucky, a random quality upgrade can occur in shipbuilding, directly crashing your new ship into Rare or Epic. Otherwise, a ship needs 5,000 XP for Rare quality and then 40,000 XP for epic quality which is noticeably less than with followers. Upon reaching the epic state of quality, ships are upgraded to the fullest and have no further use for the
experience. As stated above, ships do not have element levels that also promotes the fact that they are regarded as an expenditureable asset.- Back on top -All their ships will be built at the Lunarfall/Frostwall Shipyard shipyard. His first ship is acquired shortly after the Shipyard was built. You are given Ao Trabalho! / Ao Trabalho! which soon leads to the construction of a
transport. Along the way you are also given 300 Latas de Óleo that is needed since the first transport costs 25 Resources da Guarnição and 50 Latas de Óleo. Construction of the craft lasts one minute and while transport is being built, a translucent model of the ship is displayed on the pier. When the building is finished, the ship becomes fully visible and can be intervened. A
short film will always be shown after the player has plundered the ship. After having the first transport, the road to the Tanaan jungle is open and you can explore its challenges. However, before you can actually do any naval mission, you have to finish the ongoing line of research. After his assault base is established in the Tanaan jungle, he is sent back to shipyards (Relatório do
Estaleiro / Relatório do do ) for some naval missions of practice and to accumulate their fleet. Lift and manage your own armed shipsFew fist really won't be cut off if you have to go head to head against the various opponents of the naval mission. Fortunately, its workers at the Shipyard are always willing to build more ships at their disposal. Each new ship is ordered to its friendly
shipwright; Yanas Quebra-mar for Alliance players and Solog Roark for Horde players. They are in the Shipyard and the NPC itself was used to build the initial transport. Each new ship costs some Recursos da Guarnição and Latas de Óleo depending on the type of ship. When built, ships generally come as an uncommon quality with the opportunity for a random quality upgrade
to rare or epic. If you have upgraded to a level 3 Shipyard, each ship will be at least rare in quality with a higher chance of coming as epic. The ships you build during the first shipyard missions take only a minute to complete, but later the construction time depends on the type of ship; construction times vary from 30 minutes to two hours. Note that it is only possible to build a ship
at that time even though the Shipwright window resembles a window used to start work orders. You can track the building's progress from the Garrison Report panel. If you are in a hurry, you can always make the building process instantaneous with an Ordem Rush: Estaleiro that are sold by specialists in Naval Equipment (Jorren Pavio-curto / Kronk Ferragulha ) in your Shipyard
for 0 Resources da Guarnição.Initially your fleet size is limited to six ships with level 1 shipyard. The upgrade to Level 2 will add two more ships to its fleet and eventually when building a Level 3 shipyard, its fleet size will be 10 ships. Because the size of the fleet is quite limited, you may end up in a situation where you need to get rid of some redundant ships. This is where the
ship's decommissioning comes into play: whenever its fleet size is capped, any ship can be permanently dismantled to create space for new ships. The decommissioning of a ship can be done from the Fleet tab of the Naval Command Table by right-clicking on the desired ship from the ship list, similar to the one used to turn off followers. Note that the decommissioning of a ship
does not return any resources and the operation is irreversible, so choose wisely. Types of shipsIn total there are five different types of ships available: Battleship, Carrier, Destroyer, Submarine and Transport. The differences between the types of ship (in addition to the looks) are the initial capacity with which they begin, the cost to build them and how much it's their construction
time. For example, carriers will always come with aircraft-carrier capability, while each submarine will have Submarino. Initially you can only build Transports and unlock the rest of the types as you progress in the shipyard search line. Having different types of ships in your fleet is also visually displayed: each type of ship has a location will appear when there is at least one vessel
of the corresponding type of ship. It doesn't matter if the ships are on a mission or not - the models will always be visible, though. Below you can find a breakdown of the types of boat; their initial skills, what they cost, how long it takes to build them and how they are unlocked. NamingNaturally ship each ship will have a name. Draenor's warlords introduced several previously
named followers with certain ways to obtain them as Nat Pagle. This will not apply to ships as they are usually built and not found or rewarded, but of course there are few exceptions. When a certain type of ship has completed the building, the ship will be chosen at random from a selection of corresponding boat-type templates. These template ship names are based on
characters from the Warcraft tradition, locations and whatnot. This whole process of selecting boats can be compared to hiring followers of the Inn/Tavern.Unlike followers, you are allowed to rename your ships. The ship's name change is made from the Naval Command Board in the same way as the decommissioning of a ship. Here's a compilation of links to each type of ship for
both factions for those who want to discover what kind of ship names there are:- Back to the top -In order to stay on the surface, their ships also need a crew. All ships have a crew (mainly) of their faction's breeds; Each has a certain advantage to help with naval missions in various ways. On rare occasions it is also possible to obtain crew from the non-playable breeds of the
Warcraft universe. Both factions have almost access (compare the Draenic and Orc crews) with the same advantages that different crews have to offer. The crew you get when building a new ship is random and is also permanent. Switching to a different crew is not possible. * = available only to certain ships.- Back on top -Each new ship has two blocked equipment slots from
which the first one is unlocked when a boat improves to rare quality and the second unlocks at dinner the epic ship. As the name suggests, you can equip your ships with different types of parts to assist you out on naval missions. Some teams give direct threat counters, while others offer several other special powers to their ships. When unlocking a team slot, some random teams
will always be assigned to that slot. Later, a piece of replacing a computer can be added by right-clicking the item in its inventory and then heading to the desired equipment slot of the ship you want to use it. However, you cannot use the same computer sometimes to a ship. Note that the ship's equipment can be replaced so you are not stuck with the initial equipment given by the
ships. This also gives room for errors when assigning the team by itself. Obtaining equipment from ships Most of the ship's equipment is learned and unlocked from the team's plans. Each plan begins a search that becomes the naval equipment specialist of its faction that also sells the ship's equipment. Boat. vendors hang around their shipyard; Alliance players buy their team
from Jorren Pavio-curto while Horde players do their shopping at Kronk Ferragulha. All equipment parts cost 500 Resources da Guarnição. The first team learns from an early shipyard search (Equipando a Frota / Equipando a Frota). The rest of the team's plans can be found from various locations in the Tanaan jungle - mainly as rare mafia drops. Note that the team plans are all
over the account, so just pick them up once! Any rare monster in the Tanaan jungle can drop one of nine team plans that can be obtained from rare monsters. Getting a drop of plan this way is not guaranteed. However, each of the nine plans are tied to some certain rare monster and killing them will always give the corresponding team plan a 100% chance of falling. The list of
these rare mafias can be found in the following table. While most buy equipment from their NPC equipment supplier, it is also possible to obtain equipment by doing naval missions. Having a Crewção Gnômica / Crewção Trólica on any of the ships participating in a mission gives you the opportunity to get some successful mission teams. Note that you can't receive any equipment
that you haven't unlocked yet. Below is the entire team in the game; where you acquire them, what unlocks them and what their purpose is. The equipment is classified into tabs for its purpose: Equipment:Source:Unlocked from:Description:PorãoNaval Equipment Specialist Bomb, 0 Resources da GuarniçãoPlans de Belgork (Ironmonger's Hold)Counters Tempo
Tempestuoso.Fornalha ExplosivaNaval Equipment Specialist, 0 Resources da GuarniçãoUm Verdadeiro Comandante NavalUm Verdadeiro Comandante NavalCounters Veloz.Lançador de Fumaça VilNaval Equipment Specialist, 0 Resources da GuarniçãoPlans de Forjavil Damorka (Fel Forge)Primeiro Ataque Counters.Luneta Fantasmagórica Specialist in Equipment Equipment,
0 Resources da GuarniçãoPlans de Capitão Iron Beard (Zorammarsh)Manned Meters Amçoada.Estabilizador Interno GiroscópicoNaval Equipment Specialist, 0 Resources da GuarniçãoPlans de l'Anniquilador de Ferro (Cidadela Fogo do Inferno)Counters Redemoinhos Caóticos.Farol Alto de NevoeiroAtens Equipment Equipment, 0 Resources da GuarniçãoPlans de Xanzith, or
Sempiterno (Throne of Kil'jaeden)Counters Nevoeiro Denso.Cortador de GeloNaval Equipment Specialist , 0 Resources da GuarniçãoPlans de Brasante , or Fogo Indômito (Port d'Ironhold)Counters Água Gelada.Tanque de Tubarões AdestradosAsats Specialist in Team Equipment, 0 Resources da GuarniçãoPlans de Tubarão Baleia Selvagem (patrol the waters around the port of
Ironhold)Counters Lança-minas.Leme de Ferro VerdadeiroNaval Equipment Specialist, 0 Resources da GuarniçãoPlans de Zoug, or Pesado (Port Evasivo. * = you can get only randomly when you unlock the equipment slots or when Inafundável is activated- Back to the top -The general rule with ships is that almost almost Boat you can get is randomly decided after you build
them, but as always, there are a few exceptions. Some of these exceptions have a pretty big impact on the game so it's worth keeping your eyes open. This brief subsection collects these anomalies in one place for stakeholders. More ships will be added when necessary.- Back to the top -While follower missions are operated from the Command Table, naval missions will never
be presented on it. Instead, naval missions start from the Fleet Command Board which is located at the Shipyard. Naval Commander / Naval Commander takes you to the table for the first time. After upgrading the Shipyard to level 3, another Fleet Command Board also appears at Garrison Town Hall.Players are used to using Da Guarnição Resources for follower missions, but
naval missions are adequately powered by Óleo's Latas. Oil can be obtained mainly from the new Tanaan Jungle Apexis dailies (600 oil each), killing the rare elites of the Tanaan jungle and various follower missions (augmented by Mãos na Graxa removed follower). The Naval Mission user interface is slightly different from the Garrison mission user interface. The interface has
two different tabs: Naval Map and Fleet. The Fleet (Naval Fleet) tab is used to view and manage your ships; that is, equip them, rename them and dismantle them. A similar tab can also be found in the Garrison Report panel without the options of reneing and unmounting your ships. The Naval Map (Naval Operations) tab is where all the action occurs. Instead of a list of missions
you are given the Draenor map showing currently available missions as different icons representing the mission category. At first only a few missions can be accessed near its garrison waters, but after advancing shipyard research lines, more missions will be available. The naval map is divided into quadrants representing the seas of Draenor. By default, three of these quadrants
are always initially blocked and their need to complete the corresponding Lock mission in order to unlock a quadrant's missions. For example, Horde players need to successfully complete a version of Bloqueio: Mar da Barreira before they can do naval missions related to the Hellfire Citadel. Naval missions are always tied to their respective quadrant. This means that missions will
always appear in the same sea and a mission can never appear in two different seas. In fact, each naval mission has a fixed location in its quadrant. The naval map quadrants are as follows (clicking on the quadrant name will display each mission in that particular area): A naval mission is basically the same as you've done several times before with the tracker's missions. First
select a mission you want to embark on, and then you'll be shown the details of the mission and opponents. Then drag the ships you want to send to the mission and start the mission assuming you have the Óleo Latas needed for it. The Naval Map now to display a ship icon at the mission location, along with the time it will take to complete. Note that in general naval missions are
longer than follow-up missions; The duration of the mission is from four hours to two days. Fortunately, Orders of Conclusão de Missão also works with naval missions so it is possible from time to time to skip these tediously long missions. You can purchase termination orders from time to time from level 2 or 3 Mage Tower/Spirit Lodge work orders. All naval missions in progress
are displayed on the Garrison Report panel and upon completion, you are shown the result of each mission's mission completed. You can speed up this process by repeatedly pressing SPACEBAR to skip animations.- Back to the top -Naval missions use almost the same mechanics as tracker missions use: each mission has enemies with (naval) threats you need to counteract in
order to get the bonus loot. Despite the result of the mission, the base of the XP mission is always ceded to participating ships; assuming, of course, that he did not miss any ships in a mission failure (you can avoid destroying the ship altogether by increasing the likelihood of success above 90%). It's also worth mentioning that naval missions don't generate salvage in case you
have a Salvage Yard in your Garrison.For naval missions, it's only logical that the threats you'll encounter differ from threats in follower missions. On naval missions you will not encounter threats similar to environmental/race threats on tracker missions. These additional threats appear as enemies instead, as the chaotic whirlwind in the image above. Good to know that some
contrasting threats contribute more to the mission's successful opportunity than the others. Type threats are naval threats that come from a type of ship (Batalha Ship, Aircraft Carrier, Destróier and Submarino) along with Objetivo em Terra. It is especially vital to deal with these threats in the first place as countering them gives the greatest increase to the opportunity for success –
more than three times as many as countering any of the other naval threats! Type threats can be identified from a different icon border on the mission screen. Every naval threat you'll encounter and ways to counter them can be found from below the table (T-marked type threats): Wowhead's own naval calculator is a very good tool for testing different configurations when you ask
which equipment to use on your ships in order to reach as many mission opportunities as possible. The calculator can be found embedded in the page of each naval mission. Area BuffsNaval missions come with a completely new mechanic that allows players area affecting some specific area of the naval map for the given duration. Fans always last 5 days and affect every
mission that is within the respective area. When an area buff is active, an animated circle is displayed over the area it is affecting and hovering over that circle shows the remaining duration of the buff. All affected missions also receive a golden brilliance. Unfortunately, you won't decide when to apply these fans. Instead, they are rewarded with naval bonus missions and
successfully completing one of these bonus missions, a specific amateur of the area will apply. The exact location where the buff will be launched can be viewed from a very different circle (as in the image) above the target area when you mouse over the bonus mission icon on the naval map. There aren't many naval fans available right now, but the current ones are listed below:
Countering capitão PeritoEvery's naval threat can be countered in some way except one; The threat of the expert captain can cause problems, since no type of ship, equipment or buff area directly counter it. You have to deal with this threat in some other way, as there are many naval missions where it appears. Fortunately there are a handful of ways that help counter expert
captain, as they all directly increase the chance of success by the same amount: Keep in mind that you will always need two effects from the list above to beat an expert captain. For example, only a ship handled by Humana Crew and blown by Superioridade Aérea would be enough to counteract an occurrence of Capitão Perito. This means that on some missions reaching a
100% chance of success will require very optimal conditions due to the threat of the expert captain (example). Crewção Pandaren also increases the opportunity for success of missions, but is somewhat more effective than previous effects. It contributes about 38% (unverified) more to the possibility of success than what the other effects do and the duration of the mission must be
12 hours or more before it is activated. While the Pandaren crew values more, most of the time it still won't be enough alone to reach a 100% chance of success on the most challenging missions. How the naval mission's successful opportunity calculation works To back up the claim listed above, here's some proof of how the mission's successful opportunity works under the hood.
Let's define for the first time few things we will use later in:S = The number of ships the player can send to missionT = The number of type threats on the mission (Battleship/Carrier/Destroyer/Land Objective/Submarine O = The number of all other threats (not type) in mission B = Possibility of mission base success We can calculate how much a ship contributes to the opportunity
to succeed without any threat counters or buffs, i.e. only according to the mission, Let's call this ship worth Assistance (A): 100 - BA = ----------------(S+10T +3O) Basically assistance increases when the amount of threats on the mission decreases and vice versa. But why do we need it? It is because everything in the bases of calculation of the opportunity to this value. How many
threat weights counteracted, type or other, is a multiple of the ship Assistance: Threat type: 10 * AssistanceOther threats: 3 * Assistance This also leads us to why we are here the first place: each buff area / crew / equipment that increases the chance of mission success are all worth the same amount and this amount is than the value of 1.5 * Attendance. Because the expert
captain is a non-type threat, according to what's above, you need to find two effects to increase the chance of success to counter it. This gives us the formula for mission success opportunity for naval missions: SuccessChance%=B+A*(S+10t+3o+1.5I) where t and either are the type/other counter-stressed threats and I am the number of fans in the area/crews/teams increasing
the possibility of mission success. The end result is usually rounded up on the mission screen. Finally, it also allows how all this works with our sample mission, All Fel Breaks Loose. We will break the mission first:S = 2T = 2O = 5B = 30A = 1.891891... (using the above formula) Now, of course, we want to counter type threats (Aircraft Carrier and Submarine) as they weigh more
heavily. From the other threats we can directly counter Redemoinhos Caóticos, Lança-minas, Veloz and Evasivo. Counteracting them all uses all the slots in the team, but we still have to counter the rest of Capitão Perito. Assuming we were lucky and got Crewção Humana on our two ships, we can counter the Expert Captain, since the possibility of success of the mission is now
100%. We could have used another crew on any of the ships if we got the last buff required elsewhere. The only solution is that this case would probably be an active area like Superioridade Aérea that would have the opportunity to succeed 100%. Losing ShipsDanger is hidden in all naval missions in the form of ship destruction. If the possibility of mission success is below 90%, a
naval mission can permanently destroy your ships which is something that cannot happen to followers. The lower the probability of success below 90%, the greater the chance of missing ships to a mission failure and if a naval mission is not completed, there is a possibility that each ship will be permanently destroyed. While keeping the mission's chance of success above the
required percentage is a cheap way to prevent ship destruction, it is also possible to deny this danger by equipping your ships with Inafundável. It protects your ship from fatal blow, but the equipment will be removed when activated. Ship destruction isn't always a bad thing because sometimes you may want to get rid of some unwanted ships. But overall, by sending your ships to
missions, it's a good idea to have a chance of success of 90% or more to make sure your ships will also safely return home! - Back at the top - Each naval mission belongs to some category and while these categories don't really have a direct impact on the mission outcome, they affect other things in the game. A solid example would be the naval mission related to the
achievements where a certain number of naval missions belonging to the same category as Specialist me treinamento naval. Even more practical examples are the aforementioned blocking missions that prevent players from doing most of the naval missions outside their faction's home quadrant. Each mission category has its own different icon in the map and elsewhere in the
user interfaces. Mission category name suggests what you would expect from the mission, but this is not always the case. For example, successful naval treasure missions always reward oil or some element, but that doesn't mean other categories of missions don't produce rewards for goods or oil. Here are all the different categories of naval missions and brief explanations of
them: Naval training missions are the first missions you'll encounter when doing naval missions for the first time. According to the name, these missions are considered easier than missions in the other categories; have fewer enemies and threats. They are also relatively short in terms of mission duration (up to 4 hours). CombatProbably the most common mission category player
runs through. Naval combat missions come from a large group of missions from which rewards vary from huge chunks of experience to epic elements. Longer combat missions take up to 18 hours to complete. TreasureEn terms of difficulty and duration, naval treasure missions are quite up to combat missions. These missions always have gold or some element of reward. In
general, treasure missions are more measly than combat missions. Blockade ( )These special naval blockade missions prevent players from doing naval missions in the quadrant where the blocking mission is located. In the game they also refer to as siege missions. The map icon for these missions is a very different banner. Successfully completing a blocking mission reveals the
corresponding area of the naval map and unlocks all missions within. Blocking missions always last 30 minutes and blockades reappear after a week. Bonus Missions BonusNaval appear from time to time offering a unique reward to players: an area buff who will affect certain map area and each naval mission within. Five different area enthusiasts offer things like increasing to the
opportunity for success or increasing gold gains from naval missions. Each bonus mission runs for 4 hours. OilIt's a little misleading to talk about naval oil missions as a category because only one mission belongs to them. This mission appears only after the player has acquired enough reputation with Mão do Propheta / Cabeças de Vol'jin hunters and an Oil Platform has been
built. From then on, the mission Poço de petróleo: Local de coleta appears in Barrier Sea, rewarding 400 Latas de Óleo. This mission is always available. The legendalities of this category are probably the least common. Legendary naval missions are essentially linked with the legendary Questline Draenor warlords. Five naval missions form a chain that must be completed in
order to continue advancing line of research. They also provide an optional way to obtain the necessary legendary elements in the different phases of the line of research, such as Revogadora Stone.- Back to the top -As you can assume, the naval mission provides more than just experience to your ships. There are actually a decent amount of missions useful items whether you
are a raider, a collector or just preparing high. The following tabs list all the remarkable rewards you can purchase from naval missions. These lists, however, do not contain all the non-XP rewards on them to reduce clutter.* = note that you can only get missions that reward iron fleet treasure chests that correspond to your current personal attack progress. If you've killed enough
Cidadela Fogo do Inferno bosses in normal difficulty, you'll get the missions that reward Baú do Tesouro da Frota de Ferro, etc. - just like with previous caches obtained from follower missions. Each of the five level missions has the same name, cost and duration; only the threats you need to counter vary. O Ataque ao Chamado do MestreBarrierLegendaryCarta de Navegação
Draenoriana This necessary element in the warlords of Draenor's legendary questline.- Back to the top -Drassanes comes with a decent amount of achievements that can be found under the garrison category in achievements. The achievements themselves focus primarily on naval missions and offer exactly nothing innovative for hit hunters. However, there are few notable
rewards that are relatively easy to come by (except Master Two moms); Completing them is pretty much guaranteed for anyone doing naval missions and upgrading their Shipyard to level 3.- Back to the top -When it came to my knowledge that Patch 6.2 was adding new content that based on the same mechanics as followers, I thought this must be in my followers guide. So the
shipyard was added and I started brainstorming as I filled the boats in my followers guide. At first I just planned to add a whole new section for the boats and work from there. However, after being in touch with the perculation and thinking things out of the box, it became clearer that a new section simply won't cut it. The followers and ships were too different even though they
essentially had the same current under the hood. Sound... The ship's guide was born and I started trying things at PTR to understand the functionality of ships and naval missions. To my luck, Shipyards and everything included wasn't as great a concept as followers, so I decided to include naval missions in the guide as well. More constructions PTR came and at some point my
mind began to lean toward writing a large-scale shipyard guide. Having talked a bit more to the perculia, I just nailed the thing down and there was no turning back. All or nothing. I don't even know how long it has taken me to write this guide. I've written bits and pieces here and there, depending heavily on how things have evolved in PTR. Some parts of the guide have been for
weeks, while some sections are quite new. It has been quite a fun journey to address this guide and I hope many people find it useful when claiming their naval superiority over the Iron Horde! Any suggestion, comment or correction is more than welcome to keep the information in this guide as accurate as possible. He He has been able to thoroughly test every aspect of the
Shipyard so any help is appreciated. However, I will continue to add new information and fixing the existing one as needed. Thanks for reading this guide! Final update on: August 8, 2016 (Legion 7.0.3, build 22345)- Back to top - -
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